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Background engineer in school of architecture - I could be infected or 
cured, depending on viewpoint 
Architecture is concerned with breadth. I want to discuss the role of the 
engineer and the broader agenda to which he might operate. 
 
First a confession- the title  As some of my colleagues might say I have 
- re-appropriated the title for my lecture 
From the book of the same name by Henry Petroski 
Aim of his book -to consider the role of failure in design and evolution of 
design. I intend to to use the title differently, in part 
as a reflection of the my experience as an engineer in Architecture, part 
of the School of Arts Culture and the Environment. 
Only two engineers in the school. The other happens to be Head. Being 
in the ACE one�s perception changes and one tends to adopt a 
different perspective of engineering. My re-appropriation  of the title 
looks at more human aspects of the engineer- particularly through my 
studies of the work of various engineers and the forces (sic) that drove 
them  The engineers had a a particular set of ethics and philosophy that 
informed their use of the technology they developed and applied, that  
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The perception of the engineer today. In the 19th century the engineer 
was seen as an heroic figure, changing in the world and improving the 
society,  
IK Brunel.  The Funeral of Robert Stephenson was a major public 
event-  Brittania Bridge,  
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What are the common perceptions of the engineer, the caricatures? The 
anonymous profession (Florman) 
We live in an age where technology and its impact is changing rapidly -  
also Anti-technology 
Pedantic 
Cautious 
Boring 
Someone who �plays with trains� There is even some research to 
suggest that there is a link between Autism and engineering. 
Engineer that challenge this pre-conception 
What are the responsibilities of the engineer. 
Florman, in the Introspective Engineer describes describes a situation 
where engineers may be caught between two extreme positions. 
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Excessively pedantic As an example of this Florman tells the story of 
the construction of a 5 storey masonry building. 
Shortly before handover the checking engineer orders the complete 
removal of the front elevation. 
Some the bricks are much darker than others. May be overburned. He 
questions their strength and durability 
The Architect is happy with the variation, the structural engineer is 
happy, the engineer and the chemist of  the brick company are both 
happy .  
There is a meeting with the client. The Archdiocese of New York. The  
priest responsible for the project arbitrates. After consideration the 
Priest decides that it is the nature of bricks to have variations, that the 
inspection was demanding an unrealistic precision. More importantly 
the priest states ‘it is only in heaven that we can find perfection’,  .Some 
spiritually driven commonsense and the problem is resolved.  
 
Engineers often hide behind the specification and miss the spirit of the 
process and the nature o f material.  
The worst thing that could have happened would have been,  
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If we consider the other position the consequences are much more 
serious. Consider the Hyatt Regency Hotel  
In Kansas one of the worst structural engineering failures in the US. It 
chills me every time I think about it It Just slipped through the cracks - 
both metaphorically and literally. 
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Two sets of walkways, suspended from the roof structure. 2nd and 4th 
floor hang together. 
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During an early evening tea dance in atrium space. Ground floor 
packed. Many guests watching from the walkways 
Walkway collapses  onto floor below, killing 114 and injuring over 200. 
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Structure of 2nd and 4th floor walkway 
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Original design of the connections supporting the walkway were 
changed  by the contractor and passed back to the  
Engineer for approval. Contractor makes changes to simplify 
construction. The significance of the change not noted and collapse 
occurs. The load path changes-doubling the load on the bolt. 
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Bolt connection to the 4th floor pulls through the channel. Both 
walkways collapse 
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Change means that twice the intended load is carried by the nut. The 
actual strength of the connection was also in fact less than than 
intended and therefore collapse occurs. 
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Counsel of caution 
We learn less from successes for from failures 
Student�s fear of structural failure - impact on innovation and creative 
design.  
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The code of Hammurabi sets a legal frame work for the safe design of 
buildiings So one can see why the engineer is cautious it is not possible 
to foresee every eventuality. 
 
Nevertheless buildings are inherently safe. There are very few 
collapses. Each time something happens it makes major news.  
Buildings are place of refuge and security. 
 
Counsel of despair? 
 
What I would like to focus on is where the engineer accepts these 
responsibilities but strives to take on challenges and create, innovative 
structures, often for more that simply commercial reasons 
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Studied engineering at ETH Swiss Tradition Maillart , Christian Menn. 
 
He was an  accomplished painter. Decides to give up engineering until 
he sees way of creating free-form shells from simple models and sees a 
new direction. A way to design through forming finding and calibration 
with physics. 
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Use of models to determine form. These methods combined with 
careful analysis and more detailed model testing enables the structural 
form to determined. 
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Isler full of enthusiasm presents his ideas to a group of leading academics and engineers - very short paper 50 lines 
The sketch shows ambition to create new forms. 
 
Difficult review from noted engineers of the time 
Torroja concerned about use of models and non-geometrical shapes 
Esquillian concerned with construction and economics 
Arup concerned with economics and aesthetics 
 
Isler goes on to prove that their reservations unfounded 
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Isler goes on to build many of these throughout a long and productive 
career - retired only two years ago.  
An asymmetric shell in two parts, rather like Siamese twins  
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Very thin light and elegant 
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The building in concrete has a clear expression of the fabric used to 
create its form 
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The use of free form to adapt shell to fit a steeply sloping site. 
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Prouve was concerned about the use of technology in buildings. He 
sought for ways of industrialising the construction process etc 
He was a member of the French Resistance and became Mayor of 
Nancy after the second world.  
Enlightened views on Manufacturing and the importance of ensuring a 
highly skilled workforce. Introduced worker participation and profit 
sharing. 
 At a time when Regional boards of trade wage negotiations sought to 
suppress wages and conditions in the post war period. 
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Prouve starts his career as a Metalworker, was highly skilled in 
traditional traditional techniques forging with hammer and anvil 
Early in career adopts modern techniques, welding, folding  and new 
materials. 
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Design for a chair,  Design is a collaborative activity 
Do not design without understanding material processes 
 
Discuss and collaborate with the crafts man, prototype and then draw 
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1940s Pre fabricated houses  Proposals for low cost easily assembled 
housing as part of the post war re-construction in France. Meudon, 
suburb of Paris designed to be adaptable and interchangeable, 
Minimum structure. Assembled easily 
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Meudon houses as they are today 
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‘I noticed two things, one of these was the intense interest by technicians in the purely technical aspects of my projects, 
regardless of their content. The other was the equally intense interest shown by architects and users who saw in my 
projects an opportunity to modernise soley for appearances sake’ 
 
His work was concerned with the correct use of materials and processes as well as the design of the finished object. 
 
Great attention to the environmental performance , shade, separation of layers and cross-ventilation. 
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Building From Brazzaville Congo, refurbished and re-constructed. 
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The building is a fully integrated design. 
The roof beam is the gutter, glazing mullion is also the column and the 
down pipe. 
One of the purest expressions of Prouve’s  ideas 
Deals directly with the problem of the interface between components 
and design 
 
Interface is one of the biggest problems in modern construction, a 
façade may consist of components from a variety of manufacturers but 
the 
Façade has to perform as a single entity. 
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Factory opens in 1947 Maxeville was a pilot plant. The architects,workmen and foremen were associates. 
Aluminium Francais provides capital for factory of 25000m2 for 200 workers. 
A pilot for working methods, the architects, workmen,foremen were all associates. 
Conditions  

Guarantee minimum wage based on collective agreement 
Share in team profit 
All share in cost saving 

Prodigious activity, experimental buildings, furniture, facades.  
Unfortunately the new men did not understand the spirit of our new creation. They had discovered an 
architectural style which made commercial sense and would lead to mass production of elements adaptable 
for use in any kind of architecture.’ 
1954 Jean Prouvé forced out from factory, moves to Paris 
Becomes design consutant “father of the modern façade’, he  hated the term as it did not comply with his 
sense of integrated design 
 
Lead juror for the Pompidou Centre competition 
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Dieste was concerned about the nature and effects of development on 
the life of people Development can be both positive and negative 
“He (Dieste) played an active role in a generation that exalted duty towards 
oneself and toward’s ones fellow man as a way to elevate the soul and to 
promote private and public virtues” (Lucio Cáceres 2003).  
He sought for a language of construction that was practical and economic, that 
was overtly technological it uses brick in a highly advanced structural form 
that minimises the weight but also expresses creativity and ingenuity 
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All his constructions were from brick 
Free standing barrel vault Double cantilever on a single row of columns-  
What does your intuition tell you about this? 
 Constructed with a single layer of bricks. 
Brick was appropriate - important not to use in traditional manner but be 
modern - apply engineering intuition 
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Bus station Salto multi-bay balanced cantilever using a pre-stressed 
brickwork vault 
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Minimise contact with support structure  The floating brick edge beam 
note tapered to help define the ground plan 
 
Reinforcement in joints 
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Thinness, brick in situations would�t expect, not traditional and clearly 
the work of engineering and science 
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Dieste�s view of development Travels in Northern France -Conditions of 
Workers in industrial towns were much harsher than the conditions of 
rural workers in  
Uruguay a notional developing country 
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Structural function minimum materials repeated formwork, create 
lighting 
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Confidence e comes from understanding structural behaviour, 
experimentation and repetition, Dieste standing at crown. 
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My daughter standing on a minimal brick catenary vault using half scale 
bricks, only one brick in thickness 
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‘Atlantida was my faculty of architecture’ 
Benefactor wanted to build church, asks Dieste to build it  
Dieste ‘ Where is your architect?’ Benefactor, “I don’t want an architect. 
The building will cost more’ 
Dieste, ‘you need and architect a church should be beautiful and, even 
the poor deserve beauty 
Benefactor ‘The Poor cant afford beauty’ 
Dieste refuses to build 
 
Later on he agrees but only if he can design the church himself 
Benefactor agrees but it should not be more then the cost of a 
warehouse 
Dieste puts his heart and soul into the project but never received a 
design fee 
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The church  demonstrates his careful approach to detail and 
construction , not soley by efficiency but a concern for beauty and 
expression, not soley to create a beautiful structure but as a way of 
lifting the spirit of the poor people that used the church. 
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The complex curved surfaces hide a simple structural form 
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The quality of the finish and detail of the connection between wall and 
roof is remarkable. It is intended to provide a focus on the almost 
abstract qualities of the surfaces themselves, yet both are structural. 
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4hrs drive from Montevideo, small quiet town. 
When I arrived the church is locked, Not even sure this is the right 
church because of the Romanesque façade. I had only seen images of 
the interior 
  
A fire in 1967lead to the  original brief to simply replace roof. Dieste 
eventually reconstructed everything excepts the original front façade.  
To those that know his work this is often considered the most 
successful and technically challenging of his project. 
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On entry to the church there is a Revelatory experience 
Inclined walls heighten perspective. All constructed with brick 
Original brief to replace roof.  
However Dieste saw much more and led to a very careful 
reconstruction of  nave and presbytery  
A stunning execution both in architecture and engineering 
 
Almost complete reconstruction, except for front façade. Out of respect 
for the square and the people who had renovated the façade 10 yrs 
earlier. 
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Removes columns between aisle and nave.  
32 metre span beam -nave wall 200 tonnes 
Roof independent. 
Careful underpinning of original façade with new structure  
New tower built around aisle 
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The  
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Detail of junction between nave wall and altar tower 
 
The nave wall is actually a 32 metre long post-tensioned brick wall that 
supports the roof of the side aisle. A load of 200 tonnes is transferred at 
the junction but the surface runs continuously, extremely careful and 
accurate construction using a traditional material  
 
Precision - not pedantry, ‘Difference between a long nose and a short 
nose  is only a couple of mm’ Dieste 
 
Zen and the art of bricklaying 
 
I made a point about the accuracy and care in producing the church to  
Vittorio Vergalito, Dieste’s construction manager he relied slightly 
puzzled ‘ what else would you do? A building is a building for 100 years’ 
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The remarkable rose window 
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Constructed from a series of concentric brick rings suspended on steel 
rods 
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18 m long structure balanced on one column ,  
Reinforced transverally 
Pre-stressed longitudonally 
Not a vault 
Structural gymnastics 
 
Although is may seem quite a willful design it is in fact rather pragmatic, 
given the location on the site and the turning circle into the pumps. 
By this time Dieste was very confident in his structures and his 
techniques. 
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Moving la Gaviota, Due to plans to redevelop the site the seagull was 
moved as a single unit to a new site, showing the robustness of the 
construction and confidence in its strength. The Scheme was 
developed by Dieste’s son Antonio, a noted Uruguayan engineer in his 
own right. 
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The seagull- no longer a canopy but elevated to sculpture? 
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A good engineer crosses the boundaries between structural, technology 
and humanity 
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To return to my re-appropriated title it is now slightly modified. 
Conclusion safety conservatism, celebrate 
Engineers who strive for greater things, All must conform to the 
requirements of safety etc  
Characteristics: joy in the expression construction and structure  
A true understanding of behaviour structure 
The meaning of precision in relation to expression  
A concern for the process of construction 
 
Isler the search for a form that is both efficient  and expressive  
Prouve for a creative and expressive interaction with technology and 
industry an humane attitude to industrialised building 
Dieste questioned the role of development. He sought for techniques 
that were expressive , meaningful and technologically advanced, used 
his engineering skills.  To create a new language of construction and 
architecture that met the physical, cultural and social needs of Uruguay. 
 
To engineer is to be human 


